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YEAR 7
Maths

Reggie

It’s been a busy term in Year 7 Maths
lessons. Students have been simplifying
algebraic expressions, solving
equations by using inverse operations,
constructing accurate triangles using
rulers, protractors and compasses,
finding averages from sets of data and
learning how to find missing angles in a
range of polygons.
The Maths department would like to
congratulate the following students
who have achieved an incredible 100%
in the most recent assessment.
Well done!
Cameron C
Evie S
Joshua W
The following students have achieved
the most Sparx XP points in their class
this term – excellent perseverance, hard
work and achievement!
7XASO – Isabelle B – 4,746 points
7XCBG – Lottie R – 4,770 points
7XEST – Gracie V – 11,018 points
7XKAS – Megan N – 6,134 points
7YKAS – Bella S – 5,734 points
7YPHA – Logan C – 27,714 points
7YSJA – Maxwell C – 7,648 points
7YTDA – Destiny C – 17,655 points

HAPPY
EASTER

Congratulations to our Star Readers,
who have scored the most AR points so
far this academic year…what a fantastic
achievement!
Year 7
1st – Lottie R
2nd – Zonna W
3rd – Nicole C

Year 8
1st – Jack F
2nd – Harvey-Jack B
3rd – Matthew W

Social Media

@nabbotcollege

Free School Meals

Rory the therapy dog (AKA Reggie) has
settled in well at NAC! Rory has been
a very popular addition to our college,
with students visiting him at break
times.
Thank you to Newton Abbot Rotary
Club whose members raised the money
to train and buy him. Rory is still
training with Bales Buddies Therapy
Dog Trainers who come in on Tuesday
and Thursday mornings, when Rory can
be found showing off some of his tricks!

For more information and to discuss
eligibility, please contact
Devon County Council directly
on 0345 155 1019.

Activities Week 2022
The date for Activities Week is

20th - 24th June 2022

info@nacollege.devon.sch.uk
01626 367335
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YEAR 7
Music

History

Now that clubs and live events are now back on the agenda,
the Creative Arts Department is buzzing again with clubs,
bands and private music lessons. Lots of year 7s have joined
our various lunchtime clubs and performed in the ‘Live
Sessions’ event in March. Students we would like to mention
by name are Harley H, a Year 7 student with huge vocal
talent. Not only was he a great support, helping others in his
group in class lessons, he also performed a solo with the Year
13 Music Performance students as his backing band.
Jack D has made an outstanding start to his music lessons
showing great musicianship and helping others in his class.
Last but by no means least, Maddi Z, who joined the
Orchestra having only played keyboard in class lessons
and went away and learned the music and was a star in the
Christmas concert. She also joined the Orchestra again at
Live Sessions.

In History, Year 7 have been working through a unit focusing
on changing Medieval government. Students have explored
the significance of the Magna Carta, the impact of the Black
Death and are currently studying the Peasant’s Revolt. The
History Department have been incredibly impressed with the
hard work and engagement of all of the Year 7 classes.
William B – Consistently engaged and working to the best of
his ability in History
Lottie R – Exceptional History homework
Wednesday S – Homework on invasion of Ukraine
Martha L – Diligent and conscientious in lessons
Cameron C - Consistently engaged and working to the best of
his ability in History
We would like to remind Year 7 that Mrs Godfrey runs History
club every Wednesday for any interested historians.

Ukrainian flags

All year 7s are welcome to join KS3 band on a Wednesday
in the Live Room, Orchestra on Thursday in MU2, or Vocal
Group on a Friday in MU1. All Clubs are in Break 2.

Charlotte S in Year 7 decided to do something to help the
people of Ukraine. Charlotte has been making Ukrainian
flags to sell with the aim of raising £50. BBC Spotlight made
a short film about Charlotte’s incredible efforts on their
Facebook page and Charlotte has now been viewed almost
600,000 times.
Charlotte has had messages from people in Kyiv and other
Ukrainian cities thanking her. She has also received messages
from around the world and a $1,000 donation from a family
in America. To-date, Charlotte has received well over £4,000!
Huge congratulations to Charlotte for her fantastic hard
work, kindness and achievements…We are incredibly proud
of her!
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YEAR 8
Science

Our values:

Students have had plenty to think about in science this term.
We started off looking at chemical reactions and students
have investigated what makes a chemical reaction happen…..
even setting their teacher on fire! Students then moved onto
thinking about the universe and how earth is able to sustain
life in comparison to its neighbouring planets.
Amongst all of the usual lessons, students have also been
celebrating science week. They have listened to an assembly:
Putting science into context, grown bean stalks with their
tutor (judging is soon) and taken part in an interactive
science lesson. We are excited to have celebrated success in
science and have a number of students who have excelled
over this term. Reuben H is our most improved student and is
really pushing the boundaries of his understanding. We also
have had outstanding homework from Tyler C and William
S, who put in a lot of effort researching new ideas and finally
Sebastian C gets a shout out for always participating in class
and getting excellent practical results.

Courage
Perseverance
Hard work
Achievement
Kindness
Respect
Pride
Aspiration
Physical Education

It has been another successful term of sport at NAC, with our
Year 8 girls becoming county cricket champions and heading
to Cheltenham to play in the regionals. We have also seen
our Year 8 boys making their way into the semi finals of The
County Cup, and quarter finals of The South Devon Cup. Both
teams have demonstrated what it means to be a successful
NAC student, optimising our college values, and we cannot
wait to see what the rest of the year holds for their sporting
success.
In addition to the teams competing outside of lessons, all
Year 8 students have been trying new sports such as hockey
and handball, where they have learned a new skillset and
developed their teamwork. In the Summer term we are
excited for our Year 8 to begin a range of athletic events in PE.
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YEAR 9
Spanish

This term in Languages we have been looking at how we
describe where we live; talking about our house and our local
area. Some groups have been investigating and describing
luxury properties for sale on Right Move in Spain and France.
The enormous villa in Mallorca was a particular highlight!
We have also learnt a new tense, the ‘conditional tense’, to
talk about what our dream house would be like if we won the
lottery. There have been lots of really interesting properties
described using some fantastic language!

Behaviour for learning at
Newton Abbot College
is about RESPECT
RESPECT.

R espect for each other
E quipped to learn
S martly presented
P unctual at all times
E verybody engaged; 100% effort
C onsiderate & active listening
T alking only when instructed

Business Studies

In January we launched the Enterprise Award Programme,
which we currently have about 30 students signed up to
take part in. The programme encourages students to start
up their own businesses, where the students get to keep the
profit they make. Some groups have decided to give some/all
profit at the end of the year to the college charity. Students
can work towards their bronze, silver or gold enterprise
awards through setting up and running their business as well
as attending the various workshops that have been run to
support the students in growing their business. At present
two of the groups are on track to achieve their bronze awards.
In year 9 we have Tristan B, Isaac H, and Daniel T who have
sent up Scented Gifts. They currently sell home made candles
and wax melts. They have been holding weekly business and
production meetings and have recently started to make a
profit. The boys have worked really hard to get this off the
ground and are starting to see their hard work pay off, which
is very exciting for them.
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YEAR 10
Year 10 Art

Students have been developing their
major coursework project. They have
selected a theme from ‘Identity’, ‘Sense
Of Place’ or ‘The Everyday’, researched
artists that link to the theme, chosen
their favourite and produce a detailed
analysis of one of their artworks using
aesthetic vocabulary. They have now
started to identify and practise these
artists techniques in their sketchbooks.
Summer G, Darcey P and Eloise T have
produced particularly outstanding
pieces of analytical writing about their
chosen artists.

Year 10 Photography
Students have been developing their
major coursework project. They are
researching photographers that link
to their theme of ‘Rhythm’. They
have analysed photographs by their
chosen photographers using aesthetic
vocabulary, created fact files, taken
a range of photos inspired by these
photographers and edited them in
Photoshop.
Tansy K, Kayla N, Olivia H, Evie B, Lily
B, Jasmine W, Eden K-E, and Molly W
have produced outstanding sets of
photographs linked to their chosen
photographers.

English

Religious Studies
This term in Year 10 RS we have been
studying Peace and Conflict, this has
been particularly topical at the moment
given the Russia-Ukraine conflict.
We have been really impressed with
the students’ mature approach to
the subject and how they have linked
our discussions in class to the current
conflict.
We have been particularly impressed
with the following pupils…

This half term Year 10 students began
the first week back with a mock exam
to test their knowledge of An Inspector
Calls. They were then straight onto
studying the last literature text of
the year; Romeo and Juliet. Our Year
10 cohort are a determined bunch
and have hit the ground running with
this text. They had a collapsed day
on Tuesday 22nd March to engross
themselves in the feud between the
Capulets and Montagues.
With the literature exam fast
approaching the students are in a great
position to apply their knowledge of A
Christmas Carol, An Inspector Calls and
Romeo and Juliet in May.
The following students all performed
excellently in their latest mock of An
Inspector Calls; Charlie C, Jessica W,
Seren B, Jaxon F, Caitlin N, Jasmine W,
Shayne D, Emilia L, Joshua P and Sam S.
Well done!
Revision has been taking place weekly
on a Wednesday and has been so
popular that Mrs Robson and Miss
Keiller have had to hire out the hall to
fit all the students in! Back in December
we hosted a theatre production of A
Christmas Carol to support our students
with their revision of this text in
advance of their mock.

Malika B – an outstanding pupil all
round, Malika is constantly seeking
to improve her written work and has
shown some excellent progress with her
12 mark answers in class
Corey D – fantastic work ethic
throughout this term, really
demonstrating the College’s RESPECT in
all areas in the classroom
Jasmine K – excellent recall in class,
particularly religious quotes that link to
our topic
Brody E – for sharing his experiences
of his visit to Auschwitz as part of
discussion
Dillon B – fantastic recall and
application of knowledge to exam
questions
Darcey P – superb classwork and 100%
in her recent assessment
This week there has been lots of
debating in our RS lessons to stretch
our pupils to share their perspectives.
Ms Cowan’s classes have been applying
the Just War Theory to the RussiaUkraine conflict and have had some
excellent discussions around this. Mr
Lawson’s groups have been looking at
the use of WMDs and whether it is ever
justified to have a nuclear deterrent.
Miss Cookson’s groups have been
discussing pacifism and were even
joined by a prospective year 7 student
taking a tour this week who contributed
to our lesson.
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Autumn Term 2 | December 2021

YEAR 11
Food

Geography
booklet to aid their revision, and on
Google classroom they have access to
all of the powerpoints we use in class
as well as a whole range of practice
questions with mark schemes that
they can use to aid their revision. This
is being uploaded in line with the 10-1
booklet weekly and is also following
what we are in doing in lessons.

In Food, students have completed and
handed in their non - exam assessment.
They have been working on this project
since the end of September, and it
culminated in their excellent practical
exam at the end of January, where they
made their chosen exam dishes in three
hours.
All the students have worked incredibly
hard, and the staff tasters were all very
impressed with the quality and standard
of the dishes.

Ellis M is working hard and
demonstrating a keen enthusiasm for
the theory. Grace K did incredibly well
in the practical exam while Josie G has
been consistent with her work rate in
both practical and theory.

Students have been studying the
challenges of managing energy supply
and demand in the UK. Students
have explored the advantages and
disadvantages of different types of
renewable energy and how we can try
and reduce our energy demands. In
particular they have been examining the
impact of a proposed wind farm on the
Isle of Lewis in the Outer Hebrides.
Much of this work has been preparing
students for their second round of
mocks. We are incredibly proud of all
students who have worked very hard on
their revision and preparation for these
exams.
Revision sessions have been taking
place four times a fortnight and are well
attended by students.

Students are now completing revision
in preparation for the written exam in
the summer. Students have the 10 – 1

Computer Science

iMedia
This half term in iMedia we have
been focusing on our Digital Graphics
coursework. Student have been
looking at what is the purpose of
digital graphics and then have had to
create their own digital graphic using
Photoshop, and a lot of them look very
professional. We have also received
our external exam results for the exam
the students sat in January, and the
results were really promising and have
provided students with a good platform
to build on for their coursework and
working towards that final grade.
We had 5 students achieve a Level 2
Distinction, where they scored 48 or
more out of 60 marks.

In Computer Science students have
been building towards their summer
exams really well. They have also had
another specialist teacher come in from
Teach Computing South West, who
has been supporting this group as they
will be the first cohort to complete the
Computer Science GCSE at NAC. The
group have completed two sessions
so far with our guest and after both
sessions she has commented on the
positive attitude our students have
shown to their learning and their
willingness to ensure they get to the
right answers.

Well done to all Year 7, 8,
9 &10 students who have
maintained 100% attendance
to college this half term.
A reminder please to parents
and carers that you are
responsible for ensuring that
your child attends school
regularly and punctually. If,
for any reason, your child is
absent or late please inform
the college before 9.00am.
Contact: 01626 367335

attendance@nacollege.devon.sch.uk

Please note that authorisation
for holidays during term time
will not be given.
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Careers Fair
Newton Abbot College was pleased to be able to hold its
Careers Fair on Wednesday 16 February 2022, with over 30
employers, higher education, apprenticeship and training
providers represented at the event. Students from all years
groups attended the event, including many with their parents
who valued the opportunity to speak to specialists who were
able to help our students decide their future career pathways.
One parent said “Thank you for putting on this event, it was
a really useful for my son and daughter who are in Year 8 and
Year 12.”
Exhibitors were also excited and pleased to be able to speak
to young people again, with our event being the first for
many in over two years. One exhibitor commented “Just a
huge thank you for the wonderful welcome we had at the
Careers Fair yesterday. We were overwhelmed by the number
of students who came both on their own and with parents
and how interested they were in everything we had to say.”

In the Summer term there will be the Student Walking
Challenge – Exeter to Teignmouth 12/18 miles and staff SUP
event. We hope to see many students and staff involved so
that we raise lots of money and reach our fundraising target
of 10k.

We are so proud of our college community who have raised
£1, 138 for the Ukraine School in a Bag Appeal. This equates
to an amazing 56 bags!

Homework Club

We’d like to offer a special thank you to Obedair
Construction, who offered a prize of four tickets to watch a
Plymouth City Patriots basketball match, won by Sebastian
C in Year 8, who showed a really keen interest and asked
lots of questions about working in the construction industry.
Sebastian and his family are planning on attending a home
match at Plymouth Pavilions in April.

We’re delighted to see so many of our students at Homework
Club.
Everyday in the Study Centre, from 3.05pm until 4.30pm.A
great way to meet new friends while completing homework!

Our Summer Production is

14, 15 and 16 July 2022

